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 RYERSON UNIVERSITY 

 

 DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

 

 Themes in African History I: 

 the Precolonial Past 

 

HST 533         Fall 2010 

 

Instructor: Joey Power 

Office: Room 508, History Department, Jorgenson Hall 

Office Telephone: 979-5000, Extension 6142 

Office Hours are posted on my door.  If you are not free at any of the posted times, we can make 

alternative arrangements.   

 

Course Type:  Half Year Upper Level Liberal Studies 

Exclusions: History 034 

 

 This course deals with African history before c.1880, the period of most intense European 

colonisation.  Obviously, the history of this ancient and diverse continent is too vast to be covered in 

one half year course.  With that in mind, the course will be taught thematically and examples from 

across the continent selected to illustrate these themes.  Some of the topics which may be covered 

are the development and nature of African civilisations and political organisation; African trading 

and production systems; social organisation; the influence of Islam on Africa and her peoples.  We 

will also deal with the incorporation of Africa into the world economy.  The objective of this course 

is to give students a better appreciation of the complexity and richness of Africa's heritage and 

traditions because understanding the "precolonial" past is essential to comprehending the forces at 

play in colonial and independent Africa.  

 

Books:  

 You are not required to purchase a course textbook.  For students who like to read up on 

specific topics, I have assigned readings from Christopher Ehret, The Civilizations of Africa: a 

History to 1800 (Charlottesville, 2002) which is available as an e-book through the Ryerson 

Library.  That is, you don‟t have to buy it.  All the tutorial readings and tutorial question sheets are 

posted on Blackboard.  These are essential.  You will also find other resources on Blackboard such 

as a copy of the course outline, a short guide on history essay writing, maps, charts and what not. 

 

 If you wish to buy a general textbook try: 

 

 Toyin Falola (ed.,), Africa Volume One African History before 1885 and Elizabeth Isichei's 

A History of African Societies to 1870.    These two are recent and quite comprehensive.  There are 

also a number of other texts in the library stacks which students can consult for general background.  

Some of the most useful titles are: 

 The Cambridge History of Africa series - fairly conservative approach 

 Ajayi, Jacob and M. Crowder, A History of West Africa, volume one - still a good standard 

text for West Africa 
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 Olaniyan, Richard, African History and Culture 

 UNESCO African History Series - more "African" & more radical  

 

 

Method and Weight of Student Evaluation 

 

 Students will be expected to submit a term essay, write a mid-term in-class test, attend 

tutorials and sit a final examination in the formal examination period.  Please do not make your 

end of term travel arrangements until the exam schedule is posted. 
 

The following is the breakdown for the final grades: 

 

 Essay     35% 

 Mid-term     20% 

 Tutorial Attendance and  

 participation    15% 

 Final Examination   30% 

                 100% 

 

 Essay topics and deadline information, length requirements and so on will be handed out 

within the first two weeks of term and posted on Blackboard.  We will discuss the format of the 

mid-term closer to the time as well.   

 

Grades 

 

The following is an explanation of the grading scheme followed by the History Department.  Your 

marks will be based on these standards. 

 

A+ A A- 

 

An outstanding performance.  A student must demonstrate a full knowledge and understanding of 

the subject matter, show a good ability to analyze and to criticize the analyses of others, organize 

material well and explain issues clearly, be able to discuss issues in their broader context, and 

demonstrate some originality. 

 

B+ B B- 

 

A good, above average performance.  A student must demonstrate quite a full knowledge and 

understanding of the subject matter, show a good ability to analyze issues, and some ability to be 

critical of the analyses of others, organize material and explain issues reasonably clearly and be able 

to discuss issues in a broader context. 

 

C+ C C- 

 

An adequate, average performance. A student must demonstrate a fair understanding and 

knowledge of the subject matter, organize material and explain issues fairly clearly, and show some 
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ability to analyze issues involved in the material under study. 

 

D+ D D- 

 

A minimum passing grade.  A student must be able to demonstrate some knowledge of the subject 

matter, some ability to organize material and explain issues, and some realization of what aspects of 

the subject under study are relevant to the questions asked.  

 

F 

 

A failing grade.  The student has failed to meet the minimum standards outlined above, has failed to 

complete/submit a piece of work or has submitted a piece of work which bears little relation to the 

task assigned.    

 

Tutorials 

 

 Tutorials are an essential part of the course and are worth 15% of the final grade.  

Evaluation is based on attendance and participation in group discussion.  They are the forum in 

which you have the opportunity to debate points raised in lectures and in the readings, and you will 

be encouraged to do so.  A schedule of tutorial readings and times is included below and all tutorial 

readings can be found on Blackboard.   

 

Tutorial and Lecture Schedule 

 

All tutorial readings and handouts are on Blackboard.  Tutorials will normally take place in the 

one hour class on Fridays in alternating weeks for Groups A and B starting in week three.  

 

Week One: Friday, September 10: Introduction to the course 

 

Week Two: September 13 & 17: Lecture all three hours – Stones, Bones and “Old Wives Tales”; 

Peopling the Continent – Agriculture, Animals and Iron (Ehret 26-158) 

 Read: Jared Diamond, “The Worst Mistake in the History of the Human Race,” Discover 

Magazine, May 1987 on Blackboard and C. Ehret, “Introducing Africa and its History,” in The 

Civilizations of Africa, A History to 1800 (Charlottesville, VA: University of Virginia Press, 2002), 

3-25, online as e-book through Ryerson Library. 

 

Week Three: September 20 & 25: Lectures on Trade and Politics – Empires, States and What-not 

(Ehret 159-168; 226-235) 

  

 Tutorials for Group A people in the one hour Friday class.  Those in Group B will attend 

next week.  Readings for both groups are on Blackboard along with the tutorial handout sheets.  The 

readings for both Groups A and B are: 

  

Tutorial One: Read: Basil Davidson, "The Ancient World and Africa: whose roots?" Journal of 

African Civilizations: Egypt Revisited, special edition, edited by I. Van Sertima, Vol. 10, 

(Summer, 1989):  39-52. 
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AND Edith Sanders, “The Hamitic hypothesis: its origin in time”, Journal of African History, 

10,4(1969), 521-532 reprinted in Robert O. Collins (ed.), Problems in African History, the 

Precolonial Centuries (New York: Marcus Weiner Publishing, 1994): pp. 9-19. 
 

Week Four: September 27 & October 1:  Lecture: The Sudanic States: Ghana, Mali and Songhai? 

(Ehret 309-314;322-329;389-39) 

  Tutorial One: Group “B” (see above list of readings in bold which are for tutorial 

discussion) 

 

Week Five: October 4 & 8: Islam in Africa (Ehret 168-9; 329-336 and see index p.470) 

  Tutorial Two: Group “A”  

Readings:   John Iliffe, “Christianity and Islam,” Africans.  The History of a Continent 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 37-61); and Said Hamdun and Noel King, 

“Introduction” and “Ibn Battuta’s Last Journey – Morocco Across the Sahara to West 

Africa and Back (753 AH, 1352 AD to 754/1353),” in Ibn Battuta in Black Africa (Princeton: 

Markus Wiener, 2003), 1-12; 29-50; 58-59.   

  

Week Six: October 11 Class is cancelled for Thanksgiving 

  Friday, October 15, Tutorial Two:  Group “B” – same readings as above 

 

Week Seven: October 18:  The Forest Kingdoms (Ehret, 314-322; 361-362) 

 

  Friday, October 22: In-class mid-term test  

 

Week Eight: October 25 TBA  

  October 29 Tutorial Three Group “A” 

Readings: Extracts from Egharevba’s Short History of Benin, Preface and pp. 6-29; 73-74 

including the king lists and Ryder’s, Benin and the Europeans, 1485-97, pp. 1-23. 

 

Week Nine: November 1 & 5: Buganda and the Great Lakes Region (Ehret 448-451) 

  Tutorial Groups “B” readings as above 

 

Week Ten: November 8 & 12: Slavery in Africa (Ehret 342-3; 349-355) 

  Tutorial Four: Groups A and B together  

   

Read: “Bwanika’s Tale” and Marcia Wright, “Women in Peril:  A Commentary on the 

Life Stories of Captives in Nineteenth Century East-Central Africa”, African Social 

Research, 20, December 1975 and if you have time, Nakanyike Musisi, “Women, `elite 

polygyny,' and Buganda state formation”, Signs: Journal of Women in Culture & Society, 

Volume 16, 4 (Summer1991), 757-786. 

 AND chart from Apollo Kaggwa and Kiwanuka‟s Regnal lists 

 

Week Eleven: November 15: The Atlantic Slave Trade (Ehret 407-438) 

  November 19
th

 classes are cancelled. 

 

Week Twelve: November 22 & 26: The Atlantic Slave Trade (Ehret 363-370; 373-375) 
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  Tutorial Five Group “A” 

  Read:   Joseph Inikori, “Africa and the trans-Atlantic slave trade”, Chapter 17, 

Toyin Falola (ed.), Africa Volume I, Africa to 1885, (Durham: Carolina Academic Press, 2000), 

pp. 389-412. 

  Chapters 1 to 3, Oloudah Equiano, Equiano's Travels. 

 

Week Thirteen: November 29 and December 3: Impact of AST and Rise of Legitimate Trade 

 

OKAY, THIS WEEK WE HAVE TWO TWO HOUR SESSIONS I.E. PRETEND THAT 

FRIDAY IS MONDAY.  SO, ON THE “REAL” MONDAY, WE WILL HAVE A TWO HOUR 

LECTURE.  ON THE FRIDAY [THE „FICTIONAL‟ MONDAY] WE WILL HAVE A ONE 

HOUR REVIEW SESSION AND THE FINAL GROUP B TUTORIAL IN THE SECOND 

HOUR.   

 

Additional Information 

 Students are advised that any alterations to the course assignments, tests, and marking or 

evaluation scheme as noted in this course outline will be announced in class prior to implementation 

and posted on Blackboard. Faculty Course Surveys will be conducted after announcement in class.  

Students are also advised to consult the following website for the University‟s policy on 

examinations: http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol135.pdf and on plagiarism and other types 

of academic misconduct, please see: http://www.ryerson.ca/academicintegrity.  Please activate 

Ryerson e-mail accounts as soon as possible. 
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